Inside the Apartment – Chores
We all have to do chores; it’s just part of the equation when it
comes to having physical bodies. One of our objectives with
The Magic Happens Magazine is to keep it real and allow
everyone to see that we are real people doing regular every
day stuff as well as making our dreams come true. So today,
we are going to share with you some of the chores we do
regularly.
First meet the supervisory committee.
Whiskey and Socrates keep a vigilant
eye on our doings, we can only
assume they do that to make sure we
are doing things right. Occasionally,
they even help out with a few things
like
making
the bed or dusting the trampoline
as you can see Socrates doing
here.
Of course there
are a few things
they regularly beg
us not to do – like vacuum. Whiskey is
convinced that if there is a hell on earth, it
lives in the vacuum and so he hides in the
farthest corner he can find as soon as he
hears it. That’s him up on top of the kitchen
cupboard. For some odd reason, he seems to
believe that the monster vacuum can’t get
him up
there.
That’s
actually one of Socrates
favorite places to play. One
cat’s hidey whole is another
cat’s play space. LOL

Here is Wayne playing super dust dude.
Wayne really is a remarkable multi-tasker; so
good in fact, I believe we woman could learn
a thing or two from him. It looks here like he
is dusting however, he is also trying to figure
out how to write code for something,
planning his day (i.e. when to have his
shower and stuff) cooking and deciding what
route we should take to the club we were to
go to that night. I mean really
ladies, he is the master…
Once every three days we have to
go get water for our trusty water
cooler. We are very picky about
our water – it has to taste good.
See it in the back there beside
our house mate Julie Coombs?
We will never again be without a
water cooler. It is so convenient to have fresh cold water
available with a twist of a spigot. We do need to replenish the
supply regularly though. We tend to drink more water this way
too.
Lucky for us, the local Culligan dealer is
right across the road so replenishing is an
easy matter. It is so close we can see the
store from our balcony as shown in this
picture.
Wayne is pushing the granny cart that
we use to move the 10 gallon jugs to
the apartment.
Along the way to
get the water, he
multi-tasks again
and drops of our various forms of garbage;
white bags down the trash chute and
cardboard into the bin.

We live on a pretty busy street so we have
to pay attention when we cross the road.

3 long minutes later,
we arrive at our
destination.
First thing we do when we get there is sanitize
the bottle with a special solution that sprays
upwards automatically when you put the bottle
over the nozzle. Then we have fill the bottle
itself – yup it’s a do it yourself system folks and
we pay about $2.35 for each 10 gallon bottle.
That’s cheaper than a couple of small bottles
from the convenience
store. Next Wayne
hammers on the top that
makes the whole water
cooler part work.

A job well done Wayne!! Total time? 11
minutes, and now all the chores for that day
are complete!! Now it’s Play time!!

